Invaluable guidance for all creative innovators,
revolutionary thought leaders and
“everyday visionaries”
who dare to play BIG!

Praise for Amy’s Work
A Playdate with Destiny

Lights On®

“Prepare to be inspired, entertained and enlightened as Amy Tang leads you on a romp through a
colorful landscape of synchronicity and revelation.”
Pam Fox, Co-Founder of the AZHCC

“You rock Lights On!” Facebook Fan

“Anyone who has been "beaten down" by seemingly
never-ending disappointments will come away with
his ‘batteries recharged’.” Amazon Customer

“Finding this site was just proof that my Spiritual
Team is a work. Thank you so very much for this site
and what it brings!! I am excited to find out what will
happen next!” Fellow Journeyer

“For those on the path to change their lives, grow
from within, find their purpose and fulfill their
dreams, this is a ‘must read’.” Amazon Customer

“Thank you, thank you, thank you! You are EXACTLY
what I have been asking for! Oh, did I say Thank
You?! ♥” Fellow Journeyer

“I'm so grateful to have found the two of you. Everything you say makes sense - you're leading me on the
path I've been struggling to find.” Fellow Journeyer

“’A Playdate With Destiny’ is exactly what we need
Amy Tang is rapidly emerging as a renowned and well-respected
to read as we embark on our life’s quest to fulfill our “Wow, I am so impressed!! Lights On is amazing!!! I
leader within the conscious wellness arena. She ignites passion
purpose in life!“ Pardeep Panesar, DHom (UK)
am so full of light :)” Facebook Fan

and elevates consciousness in revolutionary ways with her unconventional wisdom and playful style. She is the co-founder of Lights
Coaching
On® and author of ASpeaking/General
Playdate with Destiny: Turning Daring Risks,
Subtle Setbacks and Painful Disappointments into a Fun-filled
“Amy has taught me to be happyAdventure.
with who I am, to
“Amy, you are totally awesome!“ Kelley R.,
love myself and to appreciate my personal strengths.
Because of our work, I have learned to embrace acceptance, set aside perfection and to live in the moment.” Barb N., Arizona
“Amy has an intuitive gift that I find truly amazing
and enlightening. My life continues to evolve and
change and I thank Amy for the foundations she has
given me.” Daphne M., Arizona
“Amy Tang has been a healing balm to me. I felt like
she knew me when we first met. She intuitively
knows what’s happening in my life and is able to give
me hope, direction, as well as a tangible and practical ways to deal with issues.”Camille E., Arizona
www.AuthorAmyTang.com

Colorado
“I love hearing you speak!” Michele R., Arizona
“WOW... you are so evolved Amy... you are my
hero…” Nik V., Australia
“Very insightful and very inspiring!!” Leandra R.,
Arizona
“You do great work!” Charlie S, Arizona
“Amy, some people just send out such a permitting
energy, like you. It touches something big in me. I
guess it's just the bigness of your allowance.”
Justin T., Virgina

www.LightsOnBright.com

www.PlaydatewithDestiny.com

